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New faces and a fresh outlook highlight a new beginning for ASUOP
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Former CIA officer is convicted on espionage charges
Aldrich H. Ames will now look to spending the rest of his life
•hind bars, a federal judge ruled last Thursday. His crime?
jetraying the United States by spying for Moscow.
Ames, a former CIA officer, and his wife, Rosario Ames, both
ided guilty to espionage and tax evasion charges. Their pleas
ie as part of a plea bargain with the government in which
ies would accept a life sentence in exchange for leniency for
is wife.
"As an intelligence officer... I do not believe that our nation's
terests have been noticeably damaged by my acts, or for that
itter, those of the Soviet Union or Russia noticeably aided,"
s said.
Mark J. Hulkower, a Federal prosecutor in the case, said, "The
i lefendant's crimes have to be recognized for what they are,
50lTL- ^crimes which caused people to die as surely as if the defendant
pulled the trigger."
According to Ames, he spied for Moscow because "American
intelligence agencies had grown into 'a self-serving interest
roup, immeasurably aided by secrecy.'"
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Virginia executes first criminal convicted on DNA tests
No witnesses were left by a rapist. Then how was a man confeted and sentenced to death by a jury under the court of law?
Senetic clues discovered through DNA testing.
* T
•
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Students
learn to 'eat
lots and lose
weight'
Erika Ekman
Senior Staff Writer
Several students participated
in an informal discussion at the
Grace Covell Tiger Lounge last
Tuesday evening to learn how to
'eat lots and lose weight.'
The discussion, hosted by
Alpha Chi Omega and UOP's
Health Center, was offered in
response to a questionnaire. The
Tiger Tickler, in which UOP stu
dents listed nutrition and weight
loss as their primary health concern-

,.

£

The discussion provided infor
mation about dieting and exercise
and was presented by Ardath
Sawyer, dietitian from St.
Joseph's Hospital and Pamela
Brooks, ARA dietetic intern.
Sawyer began by saying that
people are often encouraged to
change their appearance accord
ing to what are presented as
socially acceptable images in
magazines.
"Models are not a good exam
ple of what average people look
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Things are looking bright for
Camron Bailey as he sits com
fortably in his new office located
in the McCaffrey Center's
Associated Students of Pacific
office. Relaxed, confident and
ready to take on the demands of
his new position, Bailey is quite
optimistic about his role as the
new president of ASUOP.
"Students need to know what
ASUOP provides because it ben
efits them," said Bailey, an eco
nomics major who will be a
senior in the fall. "They need to
be aware that we're here and
committed to them. That's why
I'm so excited about working in
this office."
Bailey, who replaces outgoing
President Jay-Jay Lord, was
elected by students in March, and
was officially sworn in by Lord
on April 21.
So what is it now like to be
representative of the entire stu
dent body? "It :eels real good. 1
ran because I wanted to do some
thing different then what's been
done in the past," Bailey said. "I
think I can make a difference,
and I want that difference to
make this campus better."
Those differences include
establishing increased campus
security, increased University
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interrogation.

like," said Sawyer.
The first thing a person needs
to do before losing weight ts to
get a good idea of individual

(see Healthy eating page 2)

i . .
at Athletic
events), a working recycling pro
gram, new parking proposals,
improving campus dining, updat
ing and maintaining the
University's risk-management

«
•
ground up because communica
tion is so very essential to devel
oping improvements on this cam
pus," Bailey said.
According to Bailey, another
area he will be working on very

Leading ASUOP next year is Camron Bailey, president and Christie
Dickey, speaker of the senate. Both hope officers plan to make students
more aware of the programs and services offered by ASUOP.

policies and most importantly,
establishing better communica
tion between ASUOP and the
students it represents.
"A lack of communication can
cut off an effective foundation.
It's just not up to par. We need to
start over and work from the

closely during his term is making
sure every student knows how
their SI05 in yearly student fees
is being utilized.
"Students need to know whal
they're getting out of this place.
We provide outstanding pro
grams for students, and their

money goes to running Senate,
UPBEAT, the Annex, Tiger
Grocery and other managerial
areas on campus," said Bailey.
"Most importantly, they need to
know we have so much to offer c
at the University- they only need ^
to know how to take advantage of £
it."
J
"I hope to make sure that^
every student knows where to go|
for information on how to get^
involved. Feel free to utilize this H
office because it's yours. My s
door is always open for sugges- ^
tions and criticism," Bailey said. "|
"If we all work together, it just -t
enriches our education here at^
UOP."
Assisting Bailey at ASUOP0-next year will be the fresh faces
that Bailey knows will help make
ASUOP stronger. Why? Because
his three leading officers will be
sophomores. "1 am so pleased
with the quality of people that
we're getting," Bailey said.
"When leadership is there, people
will want to become involved."
New speaker of the senate is
Christie Dickey, who will be a
(see ASUOP page 2)

UOP in court to settle suit by
former Public Safety chief
The University of the Pacific
found itself in Superior court this
week to settle a management dis
pute filed by the University's for
mer Public Safety Police Chief,
Norman Askew.
In the May 2 issue of The
Record, Askew, who contends he
was forced to quit his $56,000 a
year job in January of 1991, is
suing the University to recover
damages until he reaches the age
of 65.
A jury, presided over by
Superior Court Judge K. Peter
Saiers, assembled last week to
begin hearing the trial's evidence.
Officially named in the suit along
with the University is Public
Safety Lt. Jerry L. Houston, for
mer Public Safety Sgt. Charles D.
Goodman and former Public
Safety Coordinator Gail HoveyHollmer.
According to The Record,
Askew "contends he was the vic
tim of a conspiracy- that disgrun
tled campus officers complained
about him' and Atchley retaliated
against him because he ques
tioned whether there was a con
flict of interest in Atchley's son
being hired by an outside firm
helping with a campus police
computer project."
However, the University con
tends that "Askew was a poor
manager who caused too many
disruptions.
And
its
(University's) lawyer said there
was nothing improper in the hir
ing of Atchley's son by a soft
ware firm that hired him for other
work and then used him to help
develop on-campus police-man-

President Atchley testified in court on Tuesday morning. The lawsuit filed
by former chief Askew is expectexd to last a month.

the staff."
In another statement, Telford
also commented that the "campus
police force has 'flourished' since
Askew left."
On
Tuesday
morning.
President Atchley was called to
testify in the trial, which is
expected to last approximately a
month.

agement software that the
University and the firm planned
to market."
Ned Telford, a Sacramento
lawyer representing UOP,
Houston, Goodman and HoveyHollmer said, "complaints about
Askew were justified and he said
Atchley was being responsible in
investigating problems among
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ASUOP
continued from front page
sophomore in the fall. Majoring
in pre-law and social science with
a minor in business, Dickey who
follows former speaker senior
Tamarin Janssen, is responsible
for leading senate meetings.
"I have two very good feet to
follow because Tamarin did a
great job," Dickey said. "I know
Camron and 1 will work well
together in establishing more
communication between every
one on campus as a whole."
"I have full confidence in
Christie. She's a fresh face and
all of the new officers are very
dedicated," Janssen said. "Fresh
is the best word because they're
full of energy. It's new energy
and I think it's going to be a great
experience for all of them."
Alexia Stjerne will be
ASUOP's new parliamentarian.
Stjerne, who will be a sophomore
in the fall, is a business major
who eventually wants to enter the
political forum in the future.
"I'm looking forward to a chal
lenging experience," Stjerne said.
As parliamentarian, Stjerne,
who replaces senior Ali Wyro, is
responsible for ensuring that sen
ate runs smoothly and follows

The foUowiog report covers
the week of Apni 22 to Apnl 28,
1994:

-Burglary
*On April 22, between 6 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m., a stereo was
taken from a vehicle parked in
Parking Lot #7 (behind fraterni
ties). The vehicle was also dam
aged during entry.
-Theft
Kilpatrick and Stjerne, make up the team of new faces that will govern
ASUOP in the fall.

correct rules and procedures.
"It's like a sergeant of arms,"
Wyro said. "I think Alexia is
going to do a great job. She's got
a lot of studying of the laws to do
but she's very observant and I'm
confident she'll do just fine."
"I hope to keep senate meet
ings in order while still making it
fun," Stjerne said. "Ali's a tough
act to follow. I only hope I can
live up to the standards that she's
set."
Replacing Julie Saal as
Speaker Pro Temp is Scott
Kilpatrick, a business major who
also will be a sophomore in the
fall. "My role is to take over
when Christie is absent and to

help guide senate along,"
Kilpatrick said. "I just want to
get more involved in the school
and if I don't like things here, at
least I can do things to change
them."
Are fresh faces the solution
that ASUOP has been looking
for? Maybe. But with new ideas,
new energies and a new opti
mism, ASUOP's future definitely
looks bright.
"Everybody needs to be
involved in some way, because it
takes everybody working togeth
er to make it all work," Bailey
said. "UOP.has so much to offerwith confident leadership, I next
year is going to be incredible."

School of Pharmacy set to host 'Drug Awareness Carnival'
Aimed at educating the public
about pharmacy and the dangers of
illegal drugs, the proper usage of
prescription drugs, child abduction
and personal safety, the University
of the Pacific's School of Pharmacy
will be hosting its fifth annual "Drug
Awareness Carnival" on May 14.
The event, which will take place
on the School of Pharmacy campus,
is also directed at educating disad

vantaged children, ages 6 through 12
with the knowledge that others are
concerned for their health and wellbeing. Children will be paired with a
UOP Pharmacy student "buddy."
Students and their assigned bud
dies will be informed on drug aware
ness and "entertained and informed
by a puppet show, a chemistry magic
show, video and short talks from stu
dents, faculty and officers from the

Stockton Police Department."
The day is set to begin at 10 a.m.
and will conclude with a barbecue
lunch at Bomar Commons lawn
where carnival games and booths
will be set up by various student
UOP organizations.
For more information on the
day's event schedule, call the
Academy of Students of Pharmacy
at 946-2388.

*A backpack and books were
taken from the University
Bookstore on April 26.
*During a recent tent sale at
the McCaffrey Center, someone
cut a hole in the tent and took
several articles of clothing.
*On April 28, a small doll

IheFman

-Vandalism

*The window of a vehic
parked in Lot #14 (Townhouse
Apartments) was broken out on
April 23.
f..
*On April 24, more graffiti

-ffes
-Tampering with Fi
'tte.
Systems
*On April 28, so;
- yORK
ciously tampered
S „ the fash
alarm system in Grace
[gif
Hall. Ther
The matter
t°^j°
i«.»whn,l»rl
Hd
w'investigated.
students

was found in the stadium.
*On the same date, another
vehicle window was broken
while the vehicle was parked on
Stadium Drive.

-Fraudulent Documents

*Two fraudulent documents
(bad checks) were written recent
ly at the University Bookstore.
There has been a recommenda
tion that the matters be referred to
the District Attorney's office.

Healthy eating
continued from front page
body stature and to determine
what the actual goal is.
"If you're avoiding doing
things in life because you want to
lose a few pounds first, you're
missing out on the life that's
going on around you," Sawyer
said. "When we stop focusing on
the weight and start improving
the way we live the weight will
come off."
Sawyer then stated that genetic
makeup is a factor that is uncon
trollable, and that some people
are naturally heavier than others
or carry weight differently from
others. Controllable weight fac
tors were listed as the types of
food eaten, portion size, intake of
fat and exercise.

The basis of any diet should
come from grains. Breads,
bagels, pretzels, rice and pasta
provide the complex carbohy
drates the body needs for energy
and metabolism. Six to 11 serv
ings of grains should be eaten
daily.
Next, a good diet should con
sist of three to five servings of
vegetables and two to four serv
ings of fruit each day. Meat,
poultry, fish, eggs, milk, yogurt
and cheese should be limited to
two to three servings each day
while fats, oils and sweets should
be used sparingly.
Fats should make up no more
than 30 percent of daily calorie
intake, but should not be exclud
ed from the diet. People should
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Students of color are much
more likely than whites to study
with, dine
with and date stu
dents from different racial or
ethnic groups, according to a
University of Michigan study
that paints the first national por
trait of social integration on
American college campuses.
The survey also showed that
students who Asian American
and Mexican American are
more likely than blacks to eat,
study and date people from
other racial and ethnic groups.
Researchers say the findings
contradict recently voiced con
cerns that minorities are practic
ing self-segregation in greater
numbers on college campuses.
"In fact students of color are
crossing ethnic-racial lines the
most, while white students
seem to be segregating them
selves," said Sylvia Hurtado,
assistant professor of education
at the University of Michigan's
Center for the Study of Higher

lents
«entitore.
;ndaed to

nergy
serv:aten

and Postsecondary Education.
Hurtado conducted the study with
Assistant Professor Eric Day and
Jesus Trevino, assistant dean at
Arizona State University.

Minority students also are
more likely than whites to feel
excluded from activities because
of their racial or ethnic identity
and are more likely to report
racial insults or threats made by
faculty or fellow students.
Hurtado presented the study
April 5 at the annual meeting of
the American Educational
Research Association. It was
based on a sample of 6,000 col
lege students at 390 schools who
were surveyed in 1987 and ques
tioned again in 1991.
Among the key findings:
• About 69 percent of AsianAmerican students and 78 per
cent of Mexican-American stu
dents (other Hispanic groups
were not included in the study)
reported frequently dining with
someone of a different racial or
ethnic groups, with 60 percent
and 72 percent, respectively,

reporting they often studied with
someone of a different group.
• About 55 percent of AfricanAmerican students said they fre
quently dined with members of
other groups, and 49 percent said
they frequently studied with
members of other groups.
• Only 21 percent of white stu
dents frequently dined and 15
percent frequently studied with
someone from a different group.
The numbers in all categories
drop when it comes to dating.
About 42 percent of Asian
Americans reported that they had
dated someone outside their own
racial or ethnic group, compared
with about 24 percent of Mexican
Americans, 13 percent of African
Americans and 4 percent of
whites.
Hurtado and her colleagues
also analyzed the incidence of
exclusion or harassment based on
racial or ethnic identity. About 53
percent of African-American stu
dents felt excluded from school
activities because of their race
compared with about 24 percent

of Asian Americans, 16 percent
of Mexican Americans and 6
percent of whites.
At the same time, only 19
percent of white students said
they have overheard faculty
members make inappropriate
remarks about minorities, com
pared with 51 percent of
African Americans and 31 per
cent of Asian Americans.
About 32 percent of African
Americans and 30 percent of
Asian Americans said they had
been insulted or threatened by
other students, compared with
10 percent of Mexican
Americans and 9 percent of
whites.
Hurtado said the findings call
into question claims of "reverse
discrimination" raised by white
students. "While it's true that
students of color are much
more likely than whites to face
such hostilities on campus,"
she said, "these negative expe
riences do not appear to lead to
less frequent cross-race interac
tion."

Insurance companies look for liberal arts grads
College Press Service
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Traditionally, the multibillion
dollars insurance industry has
been a good home for liberal arts
graduates who are frequently
hired directly out of college into
management training programs in
the areas of customer service,
marketing and administrative
areas.
Among the insurance carriers
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who actively recruit on college
campuses are such giant corpo
rate employers as Aetna (48,000
employees
nationwide),
Metropolitan Life (54,000),
Prudential (100,000), State Farm
(58,000) and Travelers (32,000).
Why do insurance companies
like to hire non-business majors?
According to Lorenzo Pace,
Aetna's administrator of college
relations, the "flexibility"
demonstrated by employees with
liberal arts degrees makes them
desirable. In fact, over the past
few years Aetna has increased its
hiring of these employees and
today, hires about equal numbers
of business grads and liberal arts
grads.
At the Chubb Group, a diver
sified group of insurance carriers
with 65 offices in North America
and 19 overseas, liberal arts grads
are valued for their superior writ
ing and analytical abilities.
Cheryl Kozak, corporate staff
recruiter for The Travelers
Insurance Co., says the commu
nication skills that liberal arts
grads bring to the company are a
key asset. "They can see the big
ger picture. They're creative and
not so specialized, and they bring
in new ideas," she says.
Liberal arts grads are hired by
Prudential because of their innate
"thinking skills," says Joyce
Goldstein, vice president for
administration.
"We look upon thinking skills
as analysis, the ability to assess
situations, design and organize
work, and generate ideas. I think
liberal arts grads have a much
better foundation than technical
people," she says.
Ironically, many liberal arts
grads don't even consider a
career in the insurance industry.

"I think there are a lot of mis
conceptions about who we are
and what we do," says Aetna's
Pace. "Often times, the liberal
arts major sees us as insurance
salesmen, meaning that's the only
type of career area we offer."
In a company as large as
Aetna, which manages assets of
more than $90 billion, there are
numerous employment opportu
nities in such diverse fields as
human resources, law, public
affairs, communications, market
ing, information systems or train
ing. That's in addition to conven
tional insurance jobs in under
writing, loss control and claims.
Because it makes good busi
ness sense to keep their clients
healthy, insurance companies
tend to be enlightened about what
keeps their employees happy, as
well. Insurance companies were
among the first to offer such
innovations as employee well
ness programs, on-site fitness
centers and childcare facilities,
maternity and parental leaves,
work-at-home arrangements,
flexible work schedules, sabbati
cals, and continuing education
and training programs.
What does a beginning job in
the insurance industry pay?
Liberal arts grads can expect to
earn between the mid-$20,000s
and low $30,000s the first year,
plus generous benefits, which can
range in value between $5,000
and $10,000 annually.
There are also opportunities
for rapid advancement. For
example. Metropolitan Live
offers a fast-track career path
called the Management Associate
Program (MAP). The two-year
training program offers new hires
the chance to try out different dis
ciplines through six-month

hands-on work assignments. The
vast majority of MAP partici
pants (depending on the year, as
much as 75 percent) are liberal
arts graduates from a wide range
of majors including anthropolo
gy, religion, East Asian history,
psychology, urban studies,
French linguistics, political sci
ence and 19th-century English
literature.
"Since our philosophy is to
develop generalists with a broad
corporate view, the well-rounded
liberal arts major is an especially
good fit for this program, says
Georgann Occhipinti, Met Life
college relations consultant.
In our study of several hun
dred corporate employers, two
distinct prototypes emerged: pro
gressive and nonprogressive.
Progressive companies were
characterized by innovative pro
grams, such as quality control
circles and flexible work sched
ules; in general they strived to
improve work conditions on an
on-going basis. It was part of the
company's "corporate culture."
Senior management of these
companies was dominated by lib
eral arts graduates, and not too
surprisingly, these companies
tend to hire more liberal arts
graduates and promoted them
faster than nonprogressive com
panies.
The "perfect employer" does
not exist. All companies have
their positives and negatives. But
as whole, insurance companies
tend to be progressive employers
and, therefore, the most attuned
to a liberal arts philosophy.
Adapted from "150 Best
Companies for Liberal Arts
Graduates," by Cheryl Woodruff"
and Greg Ptacek (John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. 1992).

Survey:
Credit abuse a serious issue among college students
College Press Service
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sions-management, surveyed 243
students and found that one-third
As many as one-third of col showed credit attitudes and
lege students have the potential behaviors that indicated future
for serious credit card abuse, financial trouble.
Some of those factors include
according to a study at the
owning
a large number of credit
University of Illinois at
cards,
having
multiples of the
Carbondale.
same
card,
making
minimum
Although many students grad
payments on balances and being
uate with debts that they expected
to pay, such as educational loans, unaware of the cards' interest
some could risk going straight rates.
"A credit history can become
from graduation to bankruptcy
very
well known," Craven said,
because of unexpected financial
"It could hurt graduates in their
burdens that result from poor use
future
careers because employers
of credit cards.
have
access
to credit ratings." A
Connie J. Armstrong, assistant
company
might
not be as willing
professor in technical and
to
hire
a
recent
graduate
who has
resource management, and M.
reached
the
maximum
limits
on
Joyce Craven, visiting asistant
all
of
his
or
her
credit
cards,
comprofessor in health care profes-

pared with someone who makes
regular payments,
Armstrong and Craven also
found that most students in the
survey were in debt not because
of educational expenses, but
because they used plastic to pay
for
clothes, gas, entertainment,
travel, groceries and eating out.
Only 3 percent of the charges
were for books or tuition.
They encouraged students to
avoid running up large credit
debts by limiting the number of
cards they hold, shopping for low
interest rates and paying off the
balance every month,
"Remember that the money
you're spending today is tomorrow's income," Armstrong said.
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Substance-free fraternities are catching , pa<
When
The
\Sm T
Party's
Over
q

College Press Service

His head pounded as the
familiar smell of sour beer and
stale cigarettes sedped into his
consciousness. Slowly the morn
ing light brought the remnants of
last night's revelry into clear
view. He was on the floor in the
middle of what had been the
newly refurbished living room.
Now it was trashed. He felt sick.
This is the kind of experience
that more college fraternities are
trying to avoid by going sub
stance-free. Alcohol and parties
often create potential liabilities
such as property damage, person
al injury and assault. In serious
cases, chapters are suspended and
lawsuits are brought against both
the chapter and the national fra
ternity.
Now some fraternities are try
ing to change their party-animal
image by banning alcohol, drugs
and cigarettes from the house and
from fraternity gatherings.
In early April, Alpha Tau
Omega (ATO) at Monmouth
College, a small, liberal arts col
lege in Illinois, voted to become
substance-free, joining others
such as the ATO chapter at
Indiana University-Bloomington,
Sigma Chi at University of
Maine, and Lambda Chi Alpha

chapters at Northeastern State in
Oklahoma, Louisiana Tech, and
Valparaiso University in Indiana.
"The most important reason
we did this was for liability con
cerns," says Kris Kline, President
of ATO at Monmouth. "With
everyone being so litigationhappy we don't want to put our
selves in a position where we
inadvertently serve (alcohol to) a
minor, or have someone fall off
our porch, hurt themselves and
sue the chapter. We risk losing
the whole fraternity just for the
sake of having a party in our
house. That's not worth it."
Like most other substance-free
fraternities, ATO had a serious
wake-up call before making this
decision. When Kline joined
ATO, he concedes it had a bit of
the "Animal House" reputation.
He said they began having diffi
culties such as an outstanding
debt to the national fraternity and
some fire code violations due
partly to damage from hearty par
tying.
These problems led the nation
al ATO organization to step in
last year and remove most of the
membership. In the end, three
members remained. They quickly
pledged 11 members, the largest
class of any fraternity that year.
Soon they will move back into

their newly renovated house,
funded with donations from ATO
alumni. Like some other groups,
a restored house was another fac
tor in going substance-free.
"We're tired of cleaning up
our house after parties...the sticky
floors, cigarette butts stuck on
your wall, people breaking stuff
and showing total disrespect for
your living environment," says
Kline. "So we are trying to elimi
nate that factor by taking away
the alcohol. People who aren't
drunk usually don't destroy
things."
Kline says members want a
place where they aren't ashamed
to bring their girlfriends or family
members. "If you can't bring
those people into your fraternity,
then there's something wrong;
you are hiding something that
you seem to value too highly," he
said.
The success of their brother
chapter at Indiana University
encouraged fraternity members in
the decision.
At Indiana University, ATO
was dissolved in 1992 as a result
of alcohol-related problems, cul
minating in the hospitalization of
two members for near-fatal alco
hol consumption. Their prized
fraternity house was leased to
another fraternity.
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This motivated ATO alumni to
re-establish the chapter as sub
stance-free, an idea they wanted
to test for some time. Because a
university sanction prohibited
any of the original members from
participating in the new chapter,
they had to start over completely.
In less than one year, they recruit
ed 40 members and have the dis
tinction of being the first sub
stance-free organization at any
Big Ten institution. Next fall they
move back into their house.
"We believe a growing num
ber of college men want to live in
a substance-free environment and
simply need to be provided that
opportunity in a fraternity set
ting," says Wyrflt Smiley, direc
tor of communication for ATO
headquarters. "A lot of people,
many times for good reason, look
at the fraternity scene as totally
revolving around alcohol —
party central. I think that scares
away some people who would
otherwise be interested. Offering
a substance-free environment
allows those true benefits of a
fraternity to rise to the top. They
still like to have a good time, but
the social aspect, the alcohol
aspect, is not all-consuming."
Indiana's administration, like
most, is very supportive of the
substance-free pledge. Richard
McKaig, dean of students, says it
is an effective "recruiting ploy"
in that it offers something differ
ent. ATO competes with 30 other
fraternity chapters on campus for
membership. He says it is a
growing trend nationwide for stu
dents to request smoke-free hous
ing and adopt healthier lifestyles.

Student
Appreciation

Still, McKaig acknowledges,
"many students wonder if it's
going to work or even if they'll
live up to the ideal they've stated.
My experience with the young
men involved is that they truly
have a commitment to that phi
losophy and I think they definite
ly will be living up to it."
While not pressuring chapters
to go substance-free, the national
fraternities, where risk manage
ment is a top concern, also
endorse the concept.
"ATO is going to be promot
ing substance-free at a greater
level based on what we know
already from watching Indiana's
success," says Smiley. "But we
don't want to twist any arms. We
believe it will work only when
the men understand what is going
on in the chapter and they want to
be-a part of that kind of environ
ment."
Sigma Chi at the University of
Maine is another substance-free
success story. In 1991, the chap
ter was nearly banned after host
ing a drunken bash where the
house was damaged, and later, a
woman alleged she was raped.
The chapter was already on pro
bation for previous alcohol viola
tions.
When the national Sigma Chi
announced it wanted the chapter
to go substance-free, all but one
member quit. When Tyler
Batteese (now graduated) and an
adviser began rebuilding the
chapter, few thought they would
succeed. Now Sigma Chi has 32
members, exceeding the average
membership of the 13 other cam
pus fraternities. Even the fraterni

ty house, that once bore
of drunken melees, is b
talized. The chapter is #
$250,000 in a total reno.
including new leather f®
big-screen TV, and a coroom with laser printer arc
er.
Last August, at Sign
annual leadership worksbi
University of Maine ch:
efforts were recognized
1,300 undergraduates.
"Not all of our chapte
going to choose to go subs
free, but certainly we 1
to know it can be done. Hi
operating well; give
thought," says Fred Yoder. I
jgif
tor of public service an
for Sigma Chi national.
Lambda Chi Alpha's
chapters have similar stones
latest is at Valparaiso \
suspended chapter is 1
ganized as substance-free.
The chapter at Norths
State in Oklahoma, foe
substance-free in 1988. ti
successful, even during!
period, when some net
decided they no longer 3
be substance-free and left
At Louisiana Tech, the1
decided to become subs®'
in 1992 when problems bea"They decided to j "
their founding
academic standards, |
conduct, leadership develop
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Walter Jenkins, director c
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pacific students profit from non-profits
Cathy Gates is at a division of
Prevention Services, Friday
Night Live. FNL is a program
that provides drug, alcohol and
tobacco free activities to youth.
Gates participated in the coordi
nation of an all-day special event
at the Manteca Waterslides.
If you are interested in partici
pating in an internship for a notfor-profit organization, or any
other internship, please contact
the Co-op/Internship office at
946-2273.
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Monday, May 9
Pacific Saxophone Quartet Student Recital. 6 p.m.
Student Recital. Mei Ju Shih, Piano, Recital Hall, 8 p.m
ASUOP Senate, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.

212
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Ttiesday, May 10
College Life, McCaffrey Conference Room. 8 p.m.
Student Recital, Mark Allen, Clarinet Student Recital Hall, 8
p.m.
UPBEAT Films, THE SECRET GARDEN, McCaffrey Center
Theatre, 8 p.m.
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Wednesday, May 11
UPBEAT Films, THE SECRET GARDEN, McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.

MONEY, MAJORS AND MORE!!!
Burton Jay Nadler
Director UOP Career Services
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Friday, May 6
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, WPC 140,6 p.m.
Baseball vs. UC Santa Barbara, Billy Herbert Fteld, 7 p.m.
Student RecitaL Richelle Triglia, Soprano, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Outdoor Movie, JAWS, Kjeldsen Pool, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films. MRS. DOUBTFIRE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8

Sunday, May 8
Anderson Y, Strawberry Breakfast, 8 a.m.
Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Ecumenical Services, Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
Baseball vs. UC Santa Barbara, Billy Herbert Field, 1 p.m.
Mother's Day Concert, Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Faye
Spanos Concert Hall, 3 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, MRS. DOUBTFIRE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.

/ 10,21k cu^
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Hawaiian Club, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.

Saturday, May 7
Baseball vs. UC Santa Barbara, Billy Herbert Field, 1 p.m.
String Music Rectal, Buck Recital Hall. 3 p.m.
Student Recital, Kevin Erickson and Ed Cloyd, Percussion,
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 6:30 p.m.
Student Recital, David Chase, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8
p.m.
Pacific Boardwalk, Bomar Commons, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, MRS. DOUBTFIRE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
p.m.
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Thursday, May 5
Spring Barbecue, Bomar Commons, 4:30 p.m.
Entrepreneurship Club, Weber 107,5:30 p.m.
Student Recital, Shihoko Nabeshima, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, MRS. DOUBTFIRE, McCaffrey Theatre, 8
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As the academic year ends 1
seem to be getting the hang of
this column thing. As promised,
I've kept my comments brief, yet
informative and issues meaning
ful, yet light. But, you don't seem
to understand your role in this
relationship. While many have
submitted great inquiries, they
have been too sophisticated and
thought provoking. Because I
only get so many column inches
per week, I can't solve the mys
teries of long distance job search,
international careers, summer
jobs on cruise ships or at
Disneyland, resume writing in
Russian and telephone interview
ing in the space provided
(although I often tried). So for
today, I wanted to select an easy
question. In spite of my wishes, I
keep recalling a question raised
over and over by students.
"Why?" They ask.
"Why what?" I request clarifi
cation.
"Why all of this career stuff?
So much for easy questions!
Why all this stuff? Because for
freshmen, seniors or alumni,
career decision-making is ongo
ing. It is a continued process of
assessment, introspection, active
research, focusing on options and
taking action. Although it contin
ues throughout undergraduate
years and beyond, it is always
best described by the timeless
over-generalization "the sooner,
the better."
Why all this stuff? Because,
whether for full-time, part-time,
summer jobs or intern opportuni

ties, job search is a set of actions
which requires special skills.
These skills are not instinctive.
You are not bom with the ability
to write a resume, make initial
contact with an employer or con
duct an interview. We at Career
Services want each and every
student and alumni to build job
search skills and be prepared to
successfully seek and find
employment whenever circum
stances (or parents) dictate.
We want to help seniors who
are about to graduate, "com
mence" with their lives beyond
UOP's hallowed halls of ivy. We
want to help juniors undergoing
the "what do I really want to do
with my life" phase. We want to
help Sophomores who require
focus. We want to help Freshmen
too naive or perhaps too smart to
realize that they need help. But,
we can not help unless you visit
our office on the second floor of
McConchie Hall, 235 West
Stadium, or call 946-2361. We
are open all Summer, so please
keep us busy.
I hope this response to the age
old question "Why?" was suffi
cient to inspire action. Until my
next column (hopefully in the
Fall), remember while the word
C-A-R-E-E-R does have C-A-R
in it, don't drive yourself crazy
thinking about it. Get your R-EE-R (sic) in gear and take action!
Oh, for those who don't know,
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Musings on Fermat's Last Therom
reading but instead of proving it,
he said, "I have discovered a
I remember my uncle's magic truly marvelous proof of this,
trick where he would fake putting which the margin is too narrow to
a coin into my closed hand and contain." FLT became the magic
then produce it from behind my trick that we can all do but that
ear. For a 6-year-old, that was none of us know how it works.
Remember the Pythagorean
awe-inspiring. For about as long
as my 6-year-old attention span theorem? For all right triangles,
would sustain me, I thought the length of the hypotenuse
about how that trick worked. I squared equals the sum of the
asked him to do it again and square of the length of each side:
again, hoping I would catch the a2+b2=c2. There are numbers
without decimal parts (called
magic.
Then one day my aunt told me integers) that make solutions, like
how the trick worked. Once I a=3 b=4 c=5 called Pythagorean
understood it, the trick wasn't triples. Fermat asked what if we
much fun anymore. It certainly took the all those numbers to the
wasn't awe-inspiring; I under third power instead of the sec
stood it. And actually, I was ond? (i.e. a^+b^=c^) or maybe
angry with my aunt. At first the fourth or fifth?
because she didn't let me find the
Well, Fermat played around
. answer myself and then later with it for a while and decided
because by 6 or 7 I was running there were no integer solutions to
out of things to be in awe of.
any of the equations with the
The world is about to lose one power greater than 2. Answers
of its greatest magic tricks. More where either a, b, or c are zero are
than 300 years ago, a young boring because then its easy to
mathematician named Pierre de find an answer. Mathematicians
Fermat proposed one of the most call those answers trivial. So,
elusive theorems known: stated in its complete form, FLT
Fermat's Last Theorem (FLT). is: The equation an+bn=cn has no
He proposed many theorems, non-trivial integer solutions when
some of which he proved him n is greater than 2. No one has
self, others of which were proven been able to find integers that
later. But FLT remains unproven. work, but then again, no one had
Fermat did write his theorem in been able to say that none exist.
the margin of a book he was Until...June 23, 1993. Andrew

N. Qurban Reveal

Wiles, in a Cambridge University
lecture, announced his proof of
FLT.
I was happy for the collective
field of mathematics but I was
disappointed for myself. That
magic trick of Fermat's has been
exposed. And anyone with the
right vocabulary can understand
how it works. Happy day that the
limits of human knowledge have
been expanded. But if I was
experiencing a shortage of awe at
6 think how much more scarce
awe-inspiring things are now that
I'm 20. And Wiles just destroyed
one of the last remaining icons of
awe. What's left?
I like the mystery in my world.
I like to play games with trying to
understand it, but ultimately I
want it to stay mysterious. It
makes living interesting. As I
walk through my day from class
to class, I like to have things to
wonder about. Did you ever ask
yourself why kids seem so alive
and amazed? It's because they
don't have the answers to all their
questions.
They look at bugs and say,
"Why do bugs have six legs?
Why is the sky blue? Why is
grass green? Why do people have
to die?" When they ask these
questions they are not really
looking for answers. They're
articulating their awe.

What do you wonder about?
Do you ever ask why anymore?
Do you ask why when there is no
because? Those questions are the
best. Some of the greatest minds
of human history got labeled as
such because they kept asking the
why even after they discovered
there was no because.
We are all at the stage in our
learning where the "becauses
are becoming scarce. Despite
what some pedagogues claim, no
one has all the answers and the
definitive opinion. "Hurray,' you
say? No. Not hurray. Now that
there is no list of "becauses" to
memorize, you have to learn how
to make your own "becauses."
Even in math. Mathematicians
don't sit around doing integrals
for the sake of interest. They
think about why integrals work
and why it is that there are no
integer solutions to FLT.
Mathematicians are engaged
daily in the quest for "becauses."
Join this search in your own dis
cipline. Ask why. And when Bud
Dry asks, "Why ask Why," you
can answer: "Because I'm look
ing for questions with no answers
so I know I'm thinking, so I
know I'm living."
By the way...there's a flaw in
the Wiles proof that has yet to be
corrected so drop me a line if you
find a trio of numbers that work.
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How do you remember Richard Nixon?
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MATT HUNTLEY
Senior, Engineering
Like this! (See photo.)

ROGER BARNETT
Professor, Geology
He was a crook. I can't
believe all this eulogizing.
I don't think he's expiated
a thing by dying.

THERON WESTROPE
Grad. Student, English
A brilliant man who made
mistakes and learned from
those mistakes. He was a
sports fan and a statesman.

JEFF CRAWFORD
Prod. Manager, KUOP
He showed that the justice
system of the U.S. really
works; we were able to get
the highest elected official
in the land out of office.

Conjugal visits: a family affair
Ali E. Wyro
With the level of violent
crimes rising dramatically, people
are looking for a way to deter
crime. Repeat offenders are gen
erally the most dangerous crimi
nals, yet they receive many bene
fits while serving time. We as a
society agree to follow rules,
norms and principals to insure a
livable society. If one breaks
those rules then they are pun
ished. Criminals are locked up to
punish them and remove them
from society.
What rights should these indi
viduals be allowed while they are
serving their sentence in prison?
This question is currently being
addressed in the State Capitols
across the nation, as well as the
Nation's Capitol. The Prisoners
Bill of Rights is currently under
scrutiny in the California State
Assembly and Senate. The issue
of conjugal visits is one of the
most debated in the move to
reform the Prisoners Bill of
Rights.
Conjugal is defined as: of mar
riage, the relationship between
husband and wife. Currently,
prisoners under different circum
stances are allowed private, over
night visits with their spouses and

children. While the intent of this
is to allow the prisoner some con
nection with the "outside" world,
the results are questionable.
These unmonitored visits
result in numerous detrimental
consequences. Children are
allowed to participate in these
"family" visits. Convicted child
molesters are allowed to spend
unmonitored time with their chil
dren. Child molesters are general
ly repeat offenders, yet the state
is allowing and paying for this
time alone with the children, they
very reason they are in prison.
Many who do not support the
elimination of conjugal visits are
those married to prisoners. Some
of these marriages took place
after the prisoner was incarcerat
ed. Spouses call the elimination
of private visits unfair, for it will
disrupt the family. The irony is
that the family is already separat
ed. Had there been no conjugal
visits, there would be no children.
What message are these children
getting by spending the night in
jail? While these children must
understand that it is not normal to
have a parent in jail, it does make
a child familiar with the idea of
incarceration. This lowers the
deterrent factor of prison.
Further more, how well does a

marriage or a family, started in
prison, function once the inmate
is released? There is no prior nor
mal family relations. While not
all families function in traditional
means, this is detrimental to the
children of these families, both
during and after prison time.
There are allegations of child
molesters abusing their children
during the overnight conjugal
visits. Some ask how can the
other parent stand by and allow
this. Child molestation is for
some a disease, one they can not
control. The spouse may not have
control to stop this abuse.
The biggest problem with con
jugal visits is rights. Why should
the people convicted of crimes
against others be allowed the
same rights as law-abiding citi
zens. Sex offenders are stilled
allowed to have sex. Where is the
justice in this? Some one who is
sexually abused will have many
dysfunctional feelings about sex
and those who caused this are
still allowed to engage in sex.
Prison is meant to punish
those who have abused the rights
of others. Prison is not a pleasant
place; those who spend time
there have earned their stay, why
grant them so many luxuries?
Prisoners have access to free

food, medical care, televisions,
VCRs, books, education, exercise
and many other benefits. The
right to hold normal sexual rela
tions while in jail and create a
family is unjust. Not only is it
unjust to the children produced
from these weekends, it is unjust
to those who were violated by
these people.
Tax-paying citizens pay for
these weekends. Our taxes are
used to run our prisons, most of
us agree that this is worth while
to keep these people off the
street. But do we want to pay for
the further consequences of these
weekends? The children of these
marriages are growing up in dys
functional families. These chil
dren have a harder time adjusting
in life, and this can lead to a
criminal life, continuing the
cycle.
In a time of rising crime and
pressure on our youth it is time to
make changes to better protect
society. Those who are incarcer
ated violated someone. Prisoners
need to be punished for their
actions, not rewarded with pri
vate time for procreation and cre
ating families. Conjugal visits
must be eliminated.

Christopher S. Shultz
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in the past 20 years to cultivate the image ot a master off, Sess the ecor
policy and grandfatherly advisor to presidents. His caic„; C **
manipulation of public opinion has been largely successful country t,e
at Sea
image has rebounded to lofty heights. This revisionist^,|emeStel
ts horn
Nixon should not be the one written into history.
sity visi
History should remember a paranoid and corrupt N%l. ,rogralTlS
jnteracti
it nothing to be elected. He lacked firm ideolo, MreCt '"r" . p£
commitment
comnuuiKiii and
ouu moral foundation. His most sacred belief,:
—"viWJsujeuts and tn
.
old Vince Lombard! adage: "Winning isn t everything, it's^, tries, visitsthing." To this end, he instructed hispolitical cronies tosystJ Se^stitut
cally and ruthlessly disrupt the campaigns of his political oiby
M
1
'
;,jU cation an
nents.
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History should remember the Nixon who had dubious clai, sp°nS°re
is
foreign policy excellence. T h e opening of relations with Chi na Pittsburgh
400 to 51
largely negotiated by Kissinger and came several decades latert;ikeS
.
it should have. Prior to his election as president, Nixon ledag tlldentS ' s
of rabid rightist anti-Communists who opposed relations!versities iU ')' "
China at every turn, while academics and foreign policy p[(f M ab,.(Ja^d
a"'
sionals recommended opening relations. As president, Nixon j ;ach
ban
1ll,denls
doned (with little difficulty) his supposedly vehement anti-cf
ovver- and upj
position and waltzed into China on national television.
;s in a variet
History should remember the Nixon who promised he h
purses offeree
"secret plan" to end the war in Vietnam during the 1968 pre
the University
tial campaign. Instead of ending the war, he expanded the»
Laos and Cambodia. When it was over, Nixon had dropped
bombs in Vietman, Cambodia and Laos than all the bombs die
by all parties in all theatres of action during World War D. Se
years and thousands of lives later, American troops returned In
defeated and Nixon admitted that his "secret plan" never exists
Hovering
History should remember the Nixon who directed the FE
fields
of sc
cease its investigation of Watergate, who stonewalled investiga:
mentally
pre
seeking the tapes made in the Oval Office, who created an i
plained 18-minute gap on one of those tapes and who had the jpf a single
cial prosecutor in the Watergate investigation fired when he got: seemed feth
close to the truth. The top two Justice Department officials resk over $4001
signed the
rather than carry out this unconscionable order.
non-liability
History should remember the Nixon who had the
American college students on his hands as a result of the massa was payin
at Kent State - blood spilled in the name of "law and order' increase my
dental death
he and his cronies were breaking every law in the land.
History should remember the Nixon whose despicable be PA the the
did more to increase cynicism about American politics thi gut of this 1
other event in this nation's history. This cynicism endures m closest friet
went our s
present and has changed the national consciousness forever.
could
not r
In death Nixon may have succeeded in revising history A
Quindlen writes in the New York Times: "His family and Was, with M
ar,d Josh, p
friends will remember him fondly. But because his personal hi®

Sb

is our national history, we must remember him accurately."
Those who ignore history are destined to repeat it. The lift3
conduct of Richard Nixon is replete with lessons; to
incomplete history would be a disservice to future generations '
history is our history.
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Beavis and Butt-head, those couch-fishing, heavy-metal loving,
sex-starved teens are bout to get carded. Trading carded that is.
Fleer Corp. and MTV teamed up to launch the premier edition of
Beavis and Butt-head trading cards in April.
"Beavis and Butt-head licensed products are very hot right now,"
said Bill Jemas, Fleer's vice president of entertainment and business
development. "MTV's commitment to this program, coupled with
the high level of interest in these characters among teens and young
adults, will assure that these cards become a mainstay in the col
lectibles business."

When in port, students can
choose from a wide range of
structured travel opportunities
that are developed by the Institute
and the faculty. Students may
also choose to travel indepen
dently. Each class has a field
requirement that the student must
complete during the voyage.
Activities in port can include
home stay with families in the
countries, visits to universities,
travel to places of historic, cultur
al and religious significance, or
simply tree travel to experience
file in the cities and rural area.
Stays in port range from three to
seven days.
In addition to the students,
approximately 40 "senior adult"
participants join each voyage.
Often these seniors are of retire
ment age. However, there is a
diversity of age within this group.
They have the opportunity to
enroll in courses offered or to
informally audit those classes of
particular interest to them. The

Darren Freeman and Carmen Cantu were two UOP students who partici
pated in a global educational experience on the spring 1994 Semester at
Sea.

cabin areas for the senior adults
are separated from the student
areas, and an adult coordinator is
on board to arrange programming
and activities geared to the
seniors. The senior adults are an
important part of the community
that develops on board the ship
and for them, the educational
environment of Semester at Sea
is a unique alternative to other
forms of travel.
Semester at Sea uses the S.S.
Universe, an 18,000 ton convert
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all." This was his fourth time
jumping and it was probably his
many survivings that had con
vinced the rest of us rookies to
agree to this stunt.
I was more concerned with the
actual jumping part. I had actual
ly had a dream the night before
where I was standing at the door
of a plane looking down.
Somebody pushed me out with
no chute. I looked over at my
partner Cindy. She was in her
mid-20s and skydiving was her
life, at this point. Yeah, I was
pretty glad about being attached
to a professional while jumping.
"Just think, after next week,
we are free from UOP," yelled
Jenny. She was handling this
pretty well I thought.
Josh didn't look too good,
though. He was clutching the
floor grips and his knuckles were
pure white. "If we make it, he
said.
His partner, Olivia punched
him in the shoulders. "Come on,
Josh, be a man."

"Here," said Frank, pulling out
a Thermos. "Everybody take a
swig." He swallowed a gulp and
passed it to Pepper.
"I thought we weren't sup
posed to drink and dive,' she
said, taking a swig anyway.
"It is herbal tea, said Frank.
'It h(»ips vou relax, so you fed

more like jumping."
"Cool," I said, hoping there
was some secret drug in it that
would dramatically affect my
nervous stomach.
"Okay guys, 10.000 feet,"
hollered Pete, Jenny's partner. He
swung open the cargo door that
was inches away from my feet.
"Who is first?"
Nobody volunteered.
"Go ahead, Mark," said
Pepper. "You're the pro."
Mark did not hesitate and soon
he and Davis were jumping out
with a holler. We all hovered
around the door and waited for
the colorful chute to pop out.
"Come on. Jenny, let's show
these guys how it's done," said
Pete.
"I don't think I want to do
this," said Josh, as Jenny
screamed out the cargo door.
1 watched as Olivia pushed
herself out with Josh wiggling on
her chest with his eyes cinched
shut. I hope he was enjoying this
a little bit.
And then it was just me and
Pepper.
"You want to go first," she
asked, already attached to Frank.
"Uh, it does not matter to me,"
I lied.
"Well, we will go then," she
said. "Good-bye Kevin." She
kissed my goggles- ' I will see

you soon."
And she was gone.
The plane felt pretty empty
as Cindy and I hovered at the
edge over the door watching
the other chutes float below us.
I looked at my knuckles. They
were pretty white.
"Are you ready for this
Kevin?" Cindy asked.
I looked down at the earth. It
did not really look too harsh. It
was hard to believe that it
could kill us. The green
squares looked almost like
light cushions.
"If I die, will you tell
Pepper..."
"Kevin," Cindy interrupted,
"if you die, I die."
"Oh."
"Are we going to fly, or
what?"
"Okay," I breathed deeply,
in case it was my last. "I am
ready."
And with that, we jumped.

Herbal Tea
Orange Bergamot
Use the tops, about one foot
long, and boil for a few min
utes to extract the flavor. Thin
with hot water to desired taste.
Serve hot or cold.
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Communication summary

Bob Calaway
Chief of Police
As an employee of the
University, we are in the business
of service. Those students gradu
ating in a few weeks will be
entering career fields where the
majority are service-oriented.
People doing business with any
organization expect good service.
Marian Thomas talks about
being a service employee in her
book on "Customer Service,"
published by National Press
Publications. Thomas talks about
how a service employee has one
of the most important jobs in an
organization. The perception peo
ple have of our business is due in
part to the way people see us.
Furthermore, in today's ser
vice-oriented economy, building
strong people relationships and
providing quality service are the
only ways a business organiza
tion can survive. Also, our job as
a service employee is to deter
mine a person's needs and then
meet those needs. We should ask
ourselves, "What do people
want?" Although we cannot lump
people together, there are some
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Bring or mad

From the Chief's desk:
qualities that people want when
they choose an organization to do
business.
In many instances, price is not
a motivating factor when doing
business. A person wants good
service. We may feel that we are
providing good service, but that
really do^s not matter if oilr cus
tomer or client does not tllirfk so.
The qualities that most people
expect when doing business are:
personal attention; responsive
ness: dependability; promptness;
employee competence; and
politeness.
In addition, as a service
employee, a major part of our job
involves
communication.
Communication is more than a
simple dialogue between two
people. It involves nonverbal
communication, listening and
speaking. These are skills we
need to develop if we are going
to communicate effectively with
people about our organization.
For instance, listening involves
more than simply hearing words.
We need to listen with our ears
and mind. If we do not fully
understand what a person wants,
we cannot satisfy their needs or
expectations. Therefore, once we
hear what a person has said, it is
very important that we under
stand it. If we have a doubt, we
can verify this by asking the
appropriate question.
People expect quality service
when doing business with an
organization.
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ed cargo ship, that has been
equipped as a floating university.
It includes classrooms with
closed-circuit television capabili
ties, a library, theater, student
union and cafeteria. It also
includes a swimming pool, bas
ketball and volley court and a
weight room, providing a campus
atmosphere for participating stu
dents. A student life staff pro
vides activities programming for
the periods of time at sea. Cabins

Beavis and Butt-head trading cards represent the first joint ven
ture between Fleer and MTV. To ensure that the degenerate duo
maintain their matchless style, the cards were developed by key
members of the Beavis and Butt-head creative team, who are also
working on new episodes that will air throughout this year. The
characters are the brainchild of 30-year-old Mike Judge, a
University of California student whose interest in cartoon characters
took him from an amateur do-it-yourself animation kit to one of the
hottest television programs of the year faster than you can say,
"Huh-huh, Huh-huh! Heh-heh, Heh-Heh!"
"The success of Beavis and Butt-head on-air as well as off, with
a best-selling book, an album release and other hot merchandise,
has made these characters a true media phenomenon," said Lisa
Silfen, director of consumer products for MTV "We believe that the
translation of the characters from the on-air show to a set of trading
cards will make a great new product. We're excited to work with
Fleer, who has an excellent reputation for top-notch products."
The Beavis and Butt-head cards will be released under the Fleer
Ultra brand, indicating the high quality associated with Fleer Ultra
sports cards. The cards will be distributed primarily in comic book,
trading cards and other specialty stores throughout the United States
and Canada.
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Saving .
Coupons!
University Bookstore
Books... and a whole lot more.

Lower Level •McCaffrey Center

ATM Cards Welcome

1

CENTER

Helping you be your best!
open 24 hrs/ 7 days a week

General Books

Any T-shirt
OFFER EXPIRES 5/31l/M

Cowell Student Health Center
University of the Pacific

J j_

(hard back or soft cover)
OFFER EXPIRES J/ll/M

J

1041 Brookside Road
Stockton. CaMomia 95211
(209) 946-2315

NTERTAINMENT
At the movies...'Threesome

95

Katy Thayer
Entertainment Editor
If you think your college
friends are weird, you will be
relieved when you see the
movie, "Threesome". The
characters in this movie are
quite eccentric. Their personal
ities range from erotic egotisti
cal to sensitive jocks.
When two men become
roommates, this is pretty typi
cal, but not when they get
another roommate, Alex. The
registrars office is confused by
her name, thinking she is a
man, and assign her to a room
with these two men. It turns
out that it is easier for her to
remain a man than try to con
vince the administrators that
she is indeed a woman. In the
meantime, she must live with
these men. While one room
mate is kind, sweet-hearted and
sensitive, the other is quite the
opposite, being a sloppy, bigheaded jock. Soon, they all
become the best of friends.
Their relationship with each
other is bizarre, to say the least.
Eventually, and I must say, pre
dictably, a love triangle forms,
but not your typical love trian
gle! One of the characters fig-

ures out that he is gay, but Alex
falls in love with his sensitivity
and looks. She feels chal
lenged by the fact that he is not
interested sexually. At the
same time,
the jock falls
in love with Alex, who would
rather convert
the gay one
into a heterosexual, but without
success. In addition to all this,
the gay roommate finds himself
attracted to the jock.
After much sexual tension,
the threesome finally make
their big mistake—they start
sleeping with each other. Their
immaturity and raging hor
mones get the best of them,
until something happens that
finally makes them realize that
they can't go on like this. This
reality-check brings everything
into perspective.
This movie is a must-see for
all college students. It is very
amusing and I am sure that
everybody can see a bit of their
own friends in all these charac
ters.
The acting is great and the
plot contains a lot of action.
The film runs very smoothly
and seems to go by quickly.
Also, there are a lot of excellent
one-liners. "Threesome" is
rated R.

Stockton Symphony
Presents Pops and Picnic
Gail Mettler
Guest Writer

Senior Staff Writer
Presently at the R.H.
Reynolds Gallery, there are a
diverse survey of photographs
from the artists of the View
Point Gallery in Sacramento.
Although these artists employ
a variety of techniques (dyetransfer, and gelatin silver, etc.)
and an array of subject matter
(landscape, documentary, and
the metaphysical) there is a
common link amongst this
group; they are all from the
Central Valley.
Artists were forced out of
San Francisco and Carmel
because of socio-economic rea
sons and had to find inspira
tion elsewhere. Now, many of
these artists are moving into
the valley lending international
acclaim and artistic experience
to their field. Clearly, the View
Point Gallery has contributed
much to both endeavors. It
originated as a camera supply
shop with a small gallery,
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GUARANTEED
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Guest conductor Newton
Wayland is known throughout the
U.S. and Canada for his Pops
programs and his wide-range of
musical tastes. He began his
career with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. After
attending Harvard and graduating
from the New England
Conservatory of Music he
became the Boston Symphony s
keyboard player. He later
became arranger and pianist for
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston

One Enchanted Evening- The
Music of Richard Rodgers" will
be the theme of the fifth annual
Pops & Picnic Concert presented
by the Stockton Symphony
Association. The event will be
held at the Stockton Civic
Auditorium on Friday May 6,
1994. Doors open at 6:00 P.M.
for picnicking and the concert
begins at 8:00 P.M.
This ever-popular annual pro Pops.
gram combines the informality of
He has also written music for
a picnic, music written by one of television, including PBS's
America's favorite composers for Emmy Award-winning children's
Broadway and film, and the show "Zoom," and the respected
atmosphere of a party into a fun- "Nova" series, among others. An
filled, entertaining evening.
unabashed fan of musical theatre,
Conductor Newton Wayland, a Mr. Wayland was music director
hit with the crowd last year, and arranger for the offreturns with a program featuring Broadway show Berlin to
some all-time favorite tunes from Broadway with Kurt Weill.
the great shows like "South
Patrons are invited to pack a
Pacific, Oklahoma," "The King picnic to enjoy before the concert
& I," and "Carousel" spotlighting begins. A wide range of culinary
the talents of two stellar vocalists delights has been seen at previous
soprano Kathleen Brett, and Pops & Picnic programs— from
Baritone Lewis Dahle von sandwiches to elegant haute cui
sine; the possibilities are limited
only by the imagination.
The competition for "Bestdressed tables" returns, for those
enabling the photographers to ing cannot be avoided, there is
who wish to come in costume or
exhibit their works while pur a sense of hope in the sugges
decorate
their table based on a
chasing the best equipment and tion of an afterlife.
George Freeman's gelatin-sil Richard Rodgers theme (or any
supplies, thus, ensuring the
ver print of "San Francisco, theme chosen by the group).
quality of the photographs.
Gerald Storey's "Flame October 8,1989" reflects upon Prizes will awarded by a panel of
Trees", a dye-transfer print, is a the devastation of the Loma celebrity judges.
homage to death. The white Preata Earthquake. Clearly, this
Tickets are available through
monumental tomb of an afflu photograph represents the pri the Symphony office aj;37 West
ent family is depicted with a vate journalistic approach of Yokuts Avenue, Suite C-4, in
lamenting Madonna-like sculp the artist. All of his works in Stockton or may be charged by
tural figure on top. Her sorrow the show are accompanied by calling (209) 951-0196. Main
weighs heavy as her seated words for the purpose of doc
floor table seating is $33 per per
body is pulled to the ground. umentation. Freeman works for
son, which includes complimen
This monument is flanked on a Sacramento newspaper as a
tary beverages (wine, water, cof
either side by a myriad of photo-journalist which might
fee,
and soft drinks). Catered
tombstones by those who have explain his use of this milieu.
The View Point Gallery suppers from Papapavlo's restau
been forgotten. Thus, the figure
is weeping for the loss of all photographers are exhibiting an rant are available through the
mankind. Behind the monu eclectic assortment of pho Symphony office for $15.00—by
tographs in order to show the advance order only.
ment, large orange-red flames
erupt from the ground not diversity within the Central
Theatre style seating is avail
quite reaching the trees. The Valley. Slowly, the photograph able in the Loft for $15 and the
juxtaposition of the red flames
ic mecca has moved from the Balcony for $10. Picnics are
and green foliage of the trees Bay Area toward the valley
encouraged in these sections and
create a swirl of complemen and it is apparent that these
beverages are on sale.
tary colors. One's eyes are talented artists are capitalizing
forced to look up into the on the its bountiful resources.
heavenly realm where the
The exhibit will be in the
flames of earth cannot spoil its R.H. Reynolds Gallery in the art
beauty. Although human suffer department until May 5.
Plays have been written,
adjudicated, cast and are now
in rehearsal. The ninth annual
Petite Play Festival sponsored
by the Department of Drama
and Dance has been well
launched. The Festival presen
tation will be on Wednesday,
May 11 starting at 7 p.m. in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre.
This year the record 21
scripts submitted by 10 play
wrights were judged by profes
sors Darrell Persels, Sandra
Persels and William Wolak of
the Department of Drama and
Dance, John Smith of the
English Department and Ted
Takaya of the Department of
Modern
Language
and
Literature.
This year, the Department of
Drama and Dance congratu
lates and acknowledges the
finalist plays which are being
produced, for their contribu
tions to the 1994 Petite Play
FestivakEVE" by Hasan Asaad
The Dumb Cat" by Leisha
Counts
Sale ends May 12, 1994
"It Ain't Easy Bein' God"
By Hasan Asaad
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
"The Way and the Light" by
BOOKS...AND A WHOLE LOT MORE!
Kathleen Gabriel
LOWER LEVEL • McCAFFREY CENTER
"5 Million People" by Clint
ATM CARDS WELCOME

Photography in the Central Valley
Angelica Passantino

The

Ugly as SYN
William Bliss
Guest Writer
You know what we need? We
need a new band. One led by an
effortlessly brilliant vocalist with
transcendent stage presence and
backed by innovative and captur
ing musicians who can revive the
dying necrophile that is modem
rock'n'roll. There is an aspiring
band emerging from Los Angeles
called"SYN." But don't take the
name for its phonetic value SYN in fact is Latin for "union."
They have been described as a
progressive rock band with a
moody, blues-based pdp sound.
Tabloids from the Los Angeles
area have related their unique
sound to the likes of Brian Ferry
meets the Allman Brothers. The
frontman, Ray Lane hails from
England and is the prodigy of a
white British mother and a black
American father. He left the
bigot-ridden life of rural England
and ended up in America, finding
music a viable outlet for his
angst. He has since congregated
with Phil Arriagada on guitar,
Nick Vincent on drums, Will
Macgregor on bass, Jim Goodwin
on keyboards, and they are taking
the Los Angeles area by storm
with their innovative sound. They
have recently released a brilliant,
moving album, "Matter of Time,"
which should be available in
record stores today.
Actually, they are so bad that I
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Drama Department features 6 Petite Play Festiv

All lob and
Caieer Guides
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Fleener
"Pavlov's Cast" by Kathleen
Gabriel
"Facades" by Kimberly
Sullivan
"Synaesthesia" by Kathleen
Gabriel
"My Generation" by Meredith
Mair
"Say Goodbye, Misty" by
Amy Johnson
"Blindness" by Meredith Mair
A Man" by Lisa Helene Curry
SPACE" by Meredith Mair
"Lifemare" by Michelle S.
Gibson
"Dreaming" by Meredith Mair
All these plays were written
by UOP students and staff. Roles
for 11 men and 19 women have
been cast by student actors from
various majors all across the
Stockton campus. "Images", by
Kimberly Sullivan, is a contem
porary play set jn a psychiatrist's
office in which a worried mother
brings her 18 year-old son in for
evaluation because she feels he
should no longer relate to an
imaginary friend. "I'm Keeping
This Life of Mine," by Aaron
Smith and Elizabeth Brenna
involves the plight of a danced
who marries a strong willed man
who forces her to give up danc
ing. Jenny Thorn Allan's Call

wil
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Pacific Softball battles nations elite
Geoff Goodman
Sports Editor
With Pacific's Softball season
coming down to the wire, the
twenty-fifth ranked lady Tigers
are on the verge of slipping out of
the national polls. Having lost
eight straight games dating back
to April 23, the lady Tigers aim
to capture their remaining Big
West Conference contests, which
includes two double-headers
against Utah State.
Since entering the polls March
29 at #25, the Tigers have gone
9-15 in their conference match
ups. In a division that features #7

UNLV, #8 Hawaii, #20 Long
Beach State and #22 Fullerton
State, Pacific has taken on all
comers.
The Tigers have
endured onslaughts by the
nations best and have kept their
contests reasonably close, losing
by a total of fifteen runs during
the eight game span.
The erratic Tiger offense has
seen sporadic sparks by
Outfielder Nyrene Clark and First
Baseman Anne Bishop. Bishop
leads the club in hits, doubles,
RBI and batting average.
Bishop's .983 fielding percentage
compliments her multi-dimen
sional approach to the game.

Pitcher Kim Marsh leads the
club
in
virtually
every
category on the mound. Of
the Tigers 52 games played
thus far in the season. Marsh has
30 complete games, with
5 shutouts.
As a team, the lady Tigers
pitching staff has a stingy 1.82
ERA, but the timing has been out
of sync with the explosiveness of
the Tiger bats.
Pacific will try to improve
upon their current losing streak
this weekend at Utah State and
will battle powerhouses Long
Beach State and UNLV to wrapup the season.
v v- * ' ' '"* ' " -1

,i 14 Tigers will play at home this weekend in their Jfinal home stand r,f,„u
•' s
nomestand of teh season against teh UCSB Gauchos..
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base. Danny Miller opened for
Pacific and lasted until the tenth
inning when he was relieved by
Butch Cain, who gave up the
winning run.
The Tigers did not allow the
disheartening defeat of the
previous day hamper their
performance on Saturday, as
they shut out San Jose 10-0.
Ron Lewis went the distance
on the mound striking out
11 batters and only giving up
two hits. Lewis has
become
a dominating force on the Tiger
staff, posting a 7-1 record. Pacific
forced five of San Jose's
pitchers to retire, causing a
serious dent in their rotation.
Vic Sanchez hit a two run

homer in the bottom of the ninth,
giving him his 60th RBI,
pushing him over the single sea
son mark set by Doug Bame just
last year.
Sunday again proved to be a
good outing for the Tigers. They
came from behind to win 7-3.
Beck came in for relief purposes
in the middle of the sixth to save
the game for the Tigers. Rios and
Beck combined for seven strike
outs and six hits.
The Tigers are back on track
and are looking forward to a
series at home this weekend.
They will be playing at Billy
Herbert Field on Friday, Saturday
and Sundajf against UC Santa
Barbara.
V
.
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Outfielder Nyrene Clark's offensive firepower has helped the Lady Tigers maintain their #25 National Ranking.

UOP hosts Golf Championship
Christian Collins
Senior Staff Writer
The University of the Pacific
Men's Golf team played at
Elkhorn Country Club irt'
Stockton on May 2-3, finishing
third 288-285-299—872 in the
25th
Annual
Big
West
Conference Golf Championships
behind New Mexico State
University 284-285-299—868
and the 1994 Big West Champion
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
291-275-280—846.
UNLV blazed through the
6,700 par 71 course to outdis
tance New Mexico State
University by 22 strokes and
Pacific by 26.
New Mexico State was guided
by senior Kris Isackson's three
under par total.
UNLV's Chris Riley, who shot
71-67-72—210, was named by
league coaches as the 1994
Player of the Year after winning
his third tournament this season,
while leading his team to a third
straight Big West Conference
title. Riley shot a one-over par 72
in the final round to lead the sev
enth-ranked UNLV to its third
consecutive Big West Conference
Men's golf title.

INTRAMURAL
REPORT
The softball play-offs
will take place throughout the
week. The favorites in each
division are the following:
Men's A: Archania and SAE
Men's B: Blahlas and XCaliber
CO-Rec. A: Titans and
Recreators
CO-Rec. B: P.T. and
Louisville Sluggers
A Sunday night Spring
volleyball league was held last
week for the first time. The
event went well, with sixteen
teams participating. The results
from the annual golf scramble
at Brookside Country Club are
still coming in. Twenty golfers
from five different teams partic
ipated in the contest.

Honorable Mention was given
to New Mexico State University
senior Kris Isackson, whos 6870-73—211 earned him a second
place tie with San Jose State
University junior Steve Woods.
Del Walker from California
State University, Long Beach
was named the 1994 Coach of
the Year. Walker also earned the
award in 1982 and 1986.
Although Pacific did not finish
first or second, it did capture a
respectable third place in the con
ference. Three of Pacific's finish
ers placed in the top ten: senior
Brian Wear, from Suisun City,
CA, 73-74-68—215 finished sev
enth, followed by sophomore
Roger Paneda 72-72-74—218
who ended the tournament in
eighth place, and senior Eddie
Davis, also from Suisun City, CA
72-70-77—219 finished in tenth
in the championships. Senior
Mark Worthington 71-82-73—
226 ended in 31st place, while
Jon Peterson 76-78-75—229 fin
ished 34th for Pacific.
The final team results for the
Big West Championships are:
UNLV, capturing first place, fol
lowed by New Mexico State
University, then University of the
Pacific, San Jose State University
294-294-293—881, UC Santa
Barbara 292-307-289—888, UC
Irvine 293-296-300—889, Utah
State 294-298-298—890, Long
Beach State University 301-313296—910, and Nevada 303-308314—925.

Sports Quiz
by Rick Sullivan
NATIONAL LEAGUE
RELIEVERS
1. Which N.L. relief pitcher had the
lowest ERA last season?
2. Which N.L. relief pitcher had the
most saves last season?
3. Which N.L. relief pitcher had ^he
most victories last season?
4. What two pitchers led the N.L.
with nine blown saves last season?
5. Which N.L. relief pitcher had the
most losses last season?
6. Which N.L. relief pitcher had the
best save percentage last season?
7. Which N.L. relief pitcher had the
lowest batting average allowed last
season?
8. What two N.L. relief pitchers led
the league with 99.2 innings pitched
last season?

Sports Quiz Answers
1. Montreal's John Wetteland
1.37; 2. Chicago's Randy Myers 53;
3. L.A.'s Pedro Martinez 10; 4
Montreal's Mel Rojas and
Cincinnati's Ron Dibbe; 5. Roger
Mason of San Diego and Philadel
phia at 12; 6. San Fran's Rod Beck
92.3 percent (44 of 48); 7. Florida's
Bryan Harvey .186; 8. L.A.'s Pedro
Martinez and Roger Mason of
S.D./Philadelphia
CI994 by King Features Synd.

Friends Don't Let
Friends Drive Drunk

Upcoming Events
May 5-11

BASEBALL
FRIDAY, MAY 6: 7 pm UOP (vs) UCSB
at Billy Herbert Field
SATURDAY, MAY 7: 1pm UOP (vs) UCSB
at Billy Herbert Field
SATURDAY, MAY 7: 1pm UOP (vs) UCSB
at Billy Herbert Field

AC' TOONS

The Pacifican. u

Write
to Mr* Colleged NOW•
Why* Why the hell ^ |
If III® iwI"
a flying squirrel scoot down our chirrs
3

h

Q. Dear Mr. College:
asked him/her very politely to leave, bu^
take up residency with
munching away. I'm not up on squirrel etkS
just sits there,nq just'a little presumptuous?—Karl G., Lafayette
but isn't this ^^ nrJsumptuous, squater, flying rodent
A. JEEZ, not another p
..Dear Karl: I'm afraid you're ou»

ImSwM L «o direct your xtentton toJLouktan.

£k

^

q

Dear Mr College: I met this fantastic guy and wewentto a movie. The r**^
® made out for seven hours. We haven't seen each <*herr for two> weeksbe^
nffhristmas break Now that I'm back I want to cany the relationshipfurthwkf
he^givi™nT€ mixed signals. Please help m«^—Stolen Heart, Bluffton, oh

A. Dear Stolen: Simply ask the guy how he feels. You see, when two
mature adults enter Into a relationship th^ ofteru.. S^N HOWs/yt)l)
made out for SEVEN HOURS?! SEVEN (7, 4+3,13-6,8x2+6-15) HOURs?,
Man, the only thing I can do for seven hours stra'ghtls sleepl
And I usually have to stop to get a glass of water and go to
the bathroom during thatI Have you considered the
possibility that he's giving you mixed signals because the
poor sucker is delirious from over exertion?l Or maybe
he finds It hard to express himself with sprained lips.
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Get your question answered by Mr. College!

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

l5,

Send questions, comments, and vitamin E tablets to:
Mr. College • P.O. Box 431 • Gaithersburg
MP » 20884-0431
-—
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continued from page 6
are available in double and triple
occupancy for students, and sin
gle and double occupancy for
senior adults.
There are two voyages each
year, with spring voyages depart
ing in late January and returning
in early May. Fall voyages depart
in mid-September and return in
mid-December. The spring 1994
voyage began sailing from
Nassau, Bahamas on Jan. 10,
1994, for Venezuela, Brazil,
South Africa, Kenya, India,
Malaysia, China, Philippines and
Japan, and Hong Kong. The S.S.
Universe was scheduled to under
go a scheduled inspection in
Hong Kong. Therefore, students
on the spring voyage were to fly

home at the completion of the
voyage on April 19, instead of
the typical end in Seattle. The fall
1994 voyage will depart
Vancouver on Sept. 14 for Japan,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Philippines,
Singapore, Malaysia, India,
Egypt, Israel, Ukraine, Turkey,
Greece and Morocco, returning
to Fort Lauderdale, Florida on
Dec. 23, 1994.
The 100-day semester pro
gram cost is $11,695 for standard
accommodations, and includes
tuition, room, board and passage
fare. Financial aid is available.
Assistance is also available to
those students who do not typi
cally qualify for aid on their
home campus.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

VENETIAN BRIDGES
Studio Apartments*Townhomes «Villas
Racquetball, basketball, tennis,weight room,
volleyball, 5 pools, 3 spas & much more!
We welcome students !

2244 Rosemarie Lane • 957-1356

Sierra Resort needs workers
for all or part of summer.
Salary plus room & board.

#(209) 245-4760
FREE RENT:

Por someone
ti ustworthy to live with 79yr old
woiri.ni and be there nights. Some
help needed. Live in Pier home w/
your own bedroom and privacy,
caii kenen x-ZJ.ri (fvi-P V- 1Z-I I-si

Additional information may be
obtained by writing to: Semester
at Sea, University of Pittsburgh,
811 William Pitt Union,
Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or by call
ing (800)854-0195.
Roommate

Wanted

For summer school & possibly fall semester.
South Shore Condominiums or comparable.
Danny

834-9107

Leave

Massage

JENNIFER E. LUPUL

SUPPORT
FOR THE
STUDENT
!Nl

i e 3Lv«• Jj^ox
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W
i&X.

FLOWERS BY WIRE

7'3' PAaiF: AVE
C
i,OCK'°" C A L 9 5 2 0 7

PHONE 477 704,1
•> 77 5574

ONE STOP FOR MAIL BOXES A
ALL AMERICAN MAILBOX

SlAlU

478-9827.

'itp Anything, Anywhere.

continued from page 10
"And you want to build mus
cle," said,Brooks, who worked as
a trainer at a gym for a year and a
half. "By putting on just a little
bit of muscle, your body will
burn calories all day and all
night."
According to Brooks, spot
reducing, or working just one
area of the body, does not work.
A weight routine which works
the whole body is the only effec
tive way to bum fat.
After weight lifting, aerobic or
cardiovascular exercise is recom
mended for 30 to 60 minutes.
The cardiovascular exercise
should always come after
weights because it takes less time
to burn calories if the muscle
energy is already expended. The
most important thing to remem
ber while exercising, according
to Brooks, is to stay within your
target heart rate zone. For most
people that zone is 125 to 155
heartbeats per minute.
For more information on nutri
tion or weight loss contact the
Cowell Student Health Center at
946-2315.

continued from page!

There are 150 cards i
plus 10 scratchcards. The Beavis
"Chick List" includes®
following areas: E|.
Metamorphosis,
B&B, Holidays, O il
Haikus, Miscellaneous.
World and Tattoos. The
ed retail price for a M
$1.79. Cards were to in
to retailers on April 18
Fleer Entertainment!'
sion of Fleer Corp..of
nation's leading sports^
tainment trading card cor
Fleer Corp. has been!
Marvel Entertain^
since 1992 and is
known for its
and Razzles®
gum.
MTV Networks,
Viacom International n
cabk
and operates three
iitf
sion programme
MTV: Music TelevJ1,
and Nickelodeon/N^ j
of which are reS'ste.,
marks of MTV Neb"0

»
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SERVICE

RENTALS

4555 N. PERSHING AVE. NO. 33 AT MARCH IN
Conveniently located In Venetian Squo .e

(209) 477-7557

CALL 957-0467
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Intn'l Retail Chain is
expanding in Stockton.
No retail exp. nec. F/T &
P/T, eve and wknds avail.
F/T: 410 ' per wk; 1640 per
mth P/T: 205 per wk; 820"
per mth. Internships,
Scholarships, and
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ALL AMERICAN, THEY HAVE EVERYTHING
IN ONE PLACE! UPS, COPIES, KEYS,
STAMPS, PACKAGING, FAX. TRAVEL
TICKETS, NOTARY PUBLld, ETC.

478-9827

Healthy
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WHY CAN'T SHE JUSI LET ME GO TO

•'.c'ipock up oil the necessities
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from school, quickly and sofely.
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